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An Interview with V.E. Schwab
By Kelly Stone
Acclaimed author Victoria (V.E.) Schwab has written
over a dozen novels in the past seven years, including epic fantasy series A Darker Shade of Magic and
standout science fiction thriller Vicious, whose sequel
Vengeful will release this fall. Having earned the number one spot on the New York Times and USA Today,
and Indie bestseller lists and scoring features in the
New York Times and Entertainment Weekly, Schwab
is a modern queen of fantasy. She writes for a broad
range of audiences, from adult fantasy (under V.E.),
young adult, and middle grade.
Although Schwab engages for so many different audiences, the nuances of her books’ target demographics
do not narrow her craft. “I write for a version of myself,” Schwab says, “The only thing that changes is the
iteration of myself that I’m writing for.” She feels encouraged by the fact that she found her loyal audience.
She has been writing and getting published since her
debut in 2011.
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Over these years, she has found it to be essential to self-evaluate her work. Schwab says, “Writing is a very creative pursuit,
but revising is a very analytical one.” She encourages aspiring writers not to be dissuaded by rejection, which is a constant in
the publishing industry. Instead, writers who are really cut out to become published have to learn to embrace the rejection
and learn how to improve their writing from it.
Since she juggles multiple projects per year, Schwab constantly has ideas running through her mind. “Something is always
steeping,” She says. She prefers to wait a while to let the idea vegetate before deciding to commit and fully flesh it out. She
wants to make sure that her idea has the “cohesive ingredient” that can pull the all pieces of the story together into a satisfying, well-balanced “meal.”
Schwab feels inspired by movies, TV shows, art, just as much as other books. She enjoys reading nonfiction while she writes
her works in progress. She says, “I love learning. I will always be a student.” When she delves into her beloved world of fiction,
Neil Gaiman’s work is a great inspiration for her. She initially felt drawn to Gaiman’s writing because of the way he works in
multiple forms. Schwab started out reluctant to pick a medium through which to express her art.
Her current projects certainly demonstrate her ability to be flexible and expansive in her writing. Schwab was adding the
finishing touches to Vengeful, her upcoming fall release as she paused to take some time to speak to me. She is also working
on Steel Prince, a new comic series that will follow the backstory of one character from her Shades of Magic series. Expanding
upon this world even more, she is beginning to write Threads of Power, which will be the first in the new arc of the Shades of
Magic world, following A Conjuring of Light, the dramatic conclusion to the initial arc that premiered last year.
“I’d rather be overwhelmed than underworked,” she says. While all these projects seem like a remarkable feat to combat
head-on, Schwab welcomes the challenge.
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Turtles All the Way Down by John Green
Dutton Books for Young Readers, 2017
Review by Emily Yang
Those familiar with John Green will instantly recognize Turtles All the Way Down as his newest work. The acclaimed author of
The Fault in Our Stars and Paper Towns returns with another emotional tale about teenagers’ inner lives.
Sixteen-year-old Aza Holmes is a student at Broad Ripple High School. She and her best friend Daisy spend much of their time
driving around Indianapolis in Aza’s late father’s car and visiting their favorite Applebee’s. One day at school, Daisy brings up
a local news story involving Davis Pickett, a boy with whom Aza used to go to summer camp. According to the story, the local
police have a warrant for the arrest of Davis’s father Russell, who has vanished without a trace, and are offering a $100,000
reward for information leading to his capture.
Daisy convinces Aza to launch their own investigation. After school, they canoe down the White River from Aza’s backyard
to the Pickett estate. Aza reconnects with Davis, who claims to have no idea about the whereabouts of his father. They meet
Davis’s younger brother, Noah, who is struggling with the disappearance that has left the two boys orphans. Aza and Daisy also
meet Russell Pickett’s tuatara, a lizard that is to be the sole heir of the Pickett fortune. Aza and Daisy continue their sleuthing
via the internet, and Aza keeps in touch with Davis through text. She starts to develop romantic feelings for Davis, and the two
of them eventually go on a double date with Daisy and her boyfriend. Aza and Davis grow closer as they spend time together,
watching movies and stargazing, and have their first kiss.
Turtles All the Way Down is a classic John Green novel, exploring the depths of love and life through the eyes of teenagers. This
work is one of his particularly personal pieces. In many ways, Aza and John Green are one and the same. Green also lives on
the White River in Indianapolis, and they even share the same favorite soda, Diet Dr. Pepper. However, in some respects, this
similarity retracts from the believability. The author places too much of himself within the characters. The writing is distinctly
in his own voice, using the same speech patterns and mannerisms recognizable from his podcasts and YouTube videos. Although Green has a history of recognizing the merit often overlooked in young people, these teens are given almost too much
credit. They are allowed to roam around the city on their own, at all hours, in their hunt for the answers to their mystery. Davis
and Aza text each other vague philosophical musings, and Davis keeps a blog where he quotes Shakespeare and poetry, which
seems uncharacteristic of a teenage boy. It becomes difficult to separate the author, a middle-aged man, from the story, about
sixteen-year-olds.
Nevertheless, the main ideas explored in the novel transcend age. Green suffers from OCD, and he uses Aza to embody some
of his personal experiences with the mental illness. On the surface, the plotline follows a teenage detective trope accompanied by a love story, but the novel actually centers mainly within Aza’s own head. While she sits at lunch with her friends, her
thoughts are relentlessly occupied with concerns about the bacteria of her human microbiome. She constantly reopens a
wound on her fingertip and then worries about infection. When she kisses Davis, all she can think about are the microbes they
transfer through their mouths. This internal conflict plagues every aspect of Aza’s life, and the reader is able to glimpse what
it’s like to live with OCD.
The title of the novel references her struggle. “Turtles All the Way Down” is an expression derived from Hindu mythology that
mirrors Aza’s quest to find her true self amongst her invasive thoughts. The myth states that the world rests on the back of a
turtle, and this turtle is standing on the back of another turtle, which is standing on the back of another turtle, and this repeats
infinitely, “all the way down.” Similarly, Aza finds that no matter how far down she searches, there is no end. She can never
completely isolate herself from her thoughts and circumstances.
Using a stream-of-consciousness style, Green allows the reader to see inside Aza’s mind as she is caught in a web of obsessive
thoughts, laying out the experience of a “thought spiral” on the page. As she is kissing David, she becomes fixated on the bacteria they are passing between them:
It’s fine you’re fine just kiss him you need to check something it’s fine just be fucking normal check to see if his
microbes stay in you billions of people kiss and don’t die just make sure his microbes aren’t going to permanently
colonize you come on please stop this he could have campylobacter he could be a nonsymptomatic E. coli carrier
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get that and you’ll need antibiotics and then you’ll get C. diff and boom dead in four days please fucking stop just
kiss him JUST CHECK TO MAKE SURE.
The thought spiral tightens and the pressure builds as Aza tries to fight the obsessions compelling her. Such passages capture
the intensity of Aza’s internal battle against her illness. Her illness arises from her own thoughts, which creates yet another
level of distress for her. Aza cannot understand if her intrusive thoughts are separate from her or a part of her. She is highly
conflicted, at times begging her OCD, “Please let me go. I’ll do anything. I’ll stand down. You can have this body. I don’t want it
anymore,” and at other times declaring to herself, “I knew now for sure. I wasn’t possessed by a demon. I was the demon.”
This premise is a central theme to which even readers who do not have such mental illnesses can easily relate: identity. The
novel delves into the philosophical notions of identity, probing into what and who we really are, and what makes us all of
these things. Green shows us that the physical body is not the answer, as many of the cells are foreign bacteria, and neither is
the mind, as one does not completely control his own thoughts. The reader is left in a bit of an existential crisis, questioning
the source of his or her own identity.
Turtles All the Way Down also highlights other, more straightforward aspects of modern teenage life, such as socioeconomic
inequality. There is obvious disparity among the characters’ lifestyles. The Picketts live in a mansion with renowned artists’
original paintings, a movie theater, golf course, pool, and staff, including a zoologist for the tuatara. In contrast, Aza faces the
knowledge that she must limit her college preferences to schools her single mother can afford. Daisy works frequent shifts at
a local Chuck-E-Cheese, and her family is unable to afford common luxuries
like laptops or braces. Although many believe teens are largely ignorant about
money, Green understands that these problems do play a role in their lives.
He is not afraid to apply real-world issues to teenagers, and this helps place
the story in a realistic setting.
Like The Fault in Our Stars, the characters of Turtles All the Way Down grapple with death during a vulnerable stage of their development. Aza loses
her father at a young age; the Picketts lose their mother and their father
disappears as well. Aza copes by driving her father’s car and carrying his old
cell phone with pictures of their family on it. Davis writes blogs, quoting and
composing poetry. Noah becomes detached, acting out in school and playing
video games constantly. Aza and Davis bond over their common experiences
and are able to understand each other. Molded by these tragedies, the teenArt by: Angela Lee
agers are wise beyond their years and become deeply caring individuals. They
spend nights lying on their backs on the Pickett estate, looking up at the sky, and pondering the mysteries of life. Aza is cognizant about the stress she and her mental illness put on her mother. Davis tries to assume the role of a father for his younger
brother and acts with Noah’s best interests at heart.
Unlike Aza and Davis, Daisy’s character often comes off as brash and unlikeable. She does serve to fulfill a classic sidekick archetype. She is the bold, fearless friend who coaxes our cautious protagonist into the situations that drive the plot. However,
she doesn’t understand Aza’s struggles with mental illness and makes little effort to be sympathetic, chastising Aza for making
things difficult for her. She spends increasingly more time with her boyfriend and brushes off Aza’s concerns. When Aza discovers stories Daisy has written in which a character modeled after her causes countless problems, she confronts Daisy. Daisy
goes on to rant that Aza is privileged and self-absorbed. She tells Aza, “ You just have no fucking clue. It’s all so fucking easy for
you...You don’t know what it’s like for me, and you don’t ask,” even as Aza answers all the questions about Daisy’s life that she
claims Aza doesn’t know. The reader is left with the impression that Daisy is toxic rather than a good best friend.
One aspect that does enhance the story is the many locations that Green slips into the novel. He places Turtles All the Way
Down within his own hometown of Indianapolis and shares his city with the readers. He frequently references towns and
streets easily recognizable to any Hoosier and uses them to weave a world within the Circle City for Aza Holmes. These familiar sites in Green’s own life frame the story in an almost nonfictional way. Aza’s comfort with actual places makes it seems as
if she could genuinely be a student at an Indianapolis high school. By the end of the novel, the White River, 86th street, I-465,
Carmel, and more, begin to feel like home for the reader as well.
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Aza, Daisy, and Davis eventually solve the mystery of Russell Pickett’s disappearance, and this arc of the novel concludes neatly. However, the other themes of true identity remain unanswered. Green leaves the characters looking towards their futures
with hope and uncertainty. There is no satisfying happy ending, but this may be exactly what John Green is trying to communicate. Rather than an innate concrete being, the self is indefinable and infinite. Aza realizes that she will continue to grow and
experience and love, and these are what shape her identity. Green writes, “I, a singular proper noun, would go on, if always in
a conditional tense.”

Hiddensee: A Tale of the Once and Future Nutcracker by Gregory Maguire
William Morrow, 2017
Review by Ramya Yandava
If you’re familiar with the work of Gregory Maguire, you might know him for his retellings of classic children’s stories, like Wicked or After Alice. Hiddensee: A Tale of the Once and Future Nutcracker follows a similar vein, with Maguire turning to the forests of Bavaria and surrounding towns to explore the backstory of Drosselmeier, the godfather who gives Klara her nutcracker.
But don’t be fooled: Maguire doesn’t touch the actual Nutcracker story until about 200 pages in; much of the work bears more
resemblance to Grimm’s’ fairy tales, the stories of E.T.A. Hoffmann, and German Romanticism than it does with Tchaikovsky’s
Christmastime ballet.
In characteristic fairy tale fashion, the story begins around 1808 in the Black Forest. A young foundling
lives with an old man and an old woman in a little hut. The old man is a woodcutter. One day, he takes
the boy — Dirk — with him to teach him his craft. Dirk (whom Maguire calls a “bit of a dolt”) kills the
tree, which in turn kills him. He has a vision of a thrush-forest-goddess and a little gnome who talk to
him, and when he comes back to life, he decides to leave the old man and woman and venture out of
the forest into the wide, scary world. Here, Maguire transports us, too, to the real world, swapping the
conventional Grimm surroundings for the grimmer reality of 19th-century Meersburg.
Always the perpetual outsider, Dirk attempts to assimilate into the fabric of German society but never
manages to feel true belonging. Life is unstable for him: at one point, he remarks he can envision his
future only as far as three days ahead and wonders, “How many times in a life… will I lie down in a
darkness whose character I cannot imagine, to see what daybreak reveals of my new circumstances?
Or is that every day of my life?” Still followed by the thrush-goddess and gnome, Dirk clings to what
little scraps of the past he has, haunted by the forest of his childhood.
In Dirk, Maguire forces us to confront the forests of our own childhoods: what impact does childhood
Art by: Kelly Stone
really have on our adult selves? Are we all just trying to return to those woods and walled gardens —
what do they contain that makes them so patently enthralling, at once inescapable and impenetrable?
Later, Drosselmeier asks himself, “Is it only in childhood that we are capable of taking in the whole world? What does it do to
us that we briefly have that privilege? And, then, what harm, when the fund of novelty in human experience runs dry?” One of
the central aspects of German Romanticism is the idea of bildung: education, development and self-realization. For the romantics, this idea calls for the development of one’s characteristic powers not just as a human being but also as a unique individual. Romantics seek actualization of the self beyond society and culture. Maguire builds Dirk’s outsider-ness and his isolated
childhood into his adult development in Parts II and III as a formulation of German bildung. This long-term development makes
Dirk intriguing to readers. At one point, his friend Felix (Klara’s grandfather) remarks he’d first noticed in Dirk “some — attachment — some — sensibility. A genius of… of access, maybe?”
Initially, Dirk is skeptical, both of himself and of the importance of his childhood. Nevertheless, using the only tangible relics
of his childhood, the woodcutter’s knife and a wooden walking stick, Dirk fashions a gift for an unrequited love; but, unable to
give it to her, he must wait and wait for that fateful Christmas to find the right owner. Although it’s at first hard to see where
Maguire’s narrative direction, he manages to piece together the story’s disparate elements —walnuts, wood-carving, the Stahlbaum family — in Part III.
In Part III, Dirk shifts into the Drosselmeier of the ballet: old man, mysterious godfather, gifted toymaker. However, because we
know his entire life story, all the familiar elements hold new and deeper significance. There’s something almost bitter4
sweet about seeing Drosselmeier in his old age. In the narrator’s reflection, “One day he would finish the job of dying

he’d begun in childhood,” Maguire captures this nostalgia. Though Drosselmeier has looked after children for much of his life,
it’s with Klara that he forms the deepest connection. And it’s in helping Klara through the power of his toys that he is able to
fulfill his purpose in life, to find meaning and to secure a sense of belonging. The love and understanding that ties Klara and
Drosselmeier together warms the reader’s heart and brings the story full circle, as though Drosselmeier, in giving Klara the nutcracker, has passed the secret of his childhood to her.
It isn’t just the familiar fairy tale characters that help to bring this story to life. Maguire adopts a variety of historical 19th century figures as well, which allow the story to embody a solid reality while still retaining fantastical elements. Most notable of
these characters is Doktor Mesmer, the historical 19th century “physician” and hypnotist who invents the idea of animal magnetism. Mesmer, like Felix, finds Dirk puzzling and unsuccessfully reaches into Dirk’s mysterious past through a variety of alternative and psychological methods. Nevertheless, Mesmer sees something rather more Hellenic than Teutonic in the characters
of Dirk’s past and educates him on the tales of Greek mythology and classical philosophy. Hans Christian Andersen also enters
the plot, as well as the Brothers Grimm and Felix, as a university student and musician. And Maguire can’t help but reference
Goethe and Bach more than a few times.
Maguire’s style of writing and voice adds freshness to the classic tale. Structurally, Maguire splits the novel into three parts,
and he separates each part into several short chapters, which make it a relatively fast-paced read. Though it begins as a typical
fairy tale “Once there was…,” the narrative voice quickly slips into something grittier and darker. Perhaps the first indication
that this won’t be your typical feel-good holiday tale is a slightly grisly description of a cat giving birth. Maguire’s humor shines
through the writing, lending levity and wit to certain scenes. He communicates important truths without sounding too sappy or moralistic. At turns, though, Maguire’s writing is beautiful, especially in the moments when Dirk gets closer to his own
self-realization. With great nuance and inventiveness, Maguire delves into themes of homosexuality and mental illness, all
while managing not to lose sight of the larger tale and where it’s leading. Likewise, the added Hellenistic elements, while at
first surprising, blend in the narrative without detracting from it. Each next reference lent the story its depth and dimension.
In exploring Dirk’s story, Maguire asks us to look back and examine our own childhoods. However, there are wolves in these
woods. Maguire seems also to warn us that if we look back too far and too frequently, we risk sacrificing the present. How,
then, do we crack open the walnut that contains the key? To Maguire, the answer lies in storytelling. As a young boy, Dirk
listens to an old woman tell folk and fairy tales. Though the old man disapproves, these stories become embedded in Dirk’s
psyche and follow him through adulthood. He passes these fairytales on to the next generations. He enthralls his listeners with
his power to both tell and create stories, especially through his toys and wood carvings. As an old man, having watched one
of these children grow up and become an adult, Dirk wonders why these stories appeal so much to children. What is it about
adulthood that quells the imaginative spirit? While Dirk may not have an answer for us, Maguire surmises, “You might forget a
story, but you can never unhear a story.”

The Wife Between Us by Greer Hendricks and Sarah Pekkanen
St. Martin’s Press, 2018
Review by Devin Sullivan
The Wife Between Us by Greer Hendricks and Sarah Pekkanen is one among many. It exists in a genre that is overpopulated as
of late; it is not the first novel to use any of its plot points or twists, nor its characters. It is certainly not the premier novel to
use violence against women as a plot point. There are very few points of originality in The Wife Between Us, yet its exploration
of the self-destructive nature of a female protagonist centering her life around men remains intriguing.
Two versions of the spiraling protagonist are presented. Distinguished by name and nature, they sit on opposite ends of her
marriage’s timeline. Before and after her fiancé/husband/ex-husband Richard, she goes by Vanessa. During the course of
the relationship she goes by Richard’s nickname for her, Nellie. Vanessa admits, “The truth is I always disliked the nickname.
I thought it sounded old-fashioned. But I never told that to Richard.” With the nickname coming from her being a “nervous
Nellie,” her skirting of the name once their relationship ends is significant. In Vanessa’s words, “And now Nellie is gone forever.
I am only Vanessa.” After Richard, Vanessa is significantly less afraid and paranoid. She is instead obsessed and intoxicated. By
placing such a distinct emotional state on the nickname, by the words of Richard, Hendricks and Pekkanen clearly distinguish
the protagonist’s mindset.
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Nellie is first introduced to readers as a bride-to-be who is prepared to leave her entire New York City life behind for her adoring fiancé. Working as a teacher and living with her best friend, Nellie is ready to move into suburbia with her prince charming, Richard. A dark past is briefly hinted at in moments of stress to further prove why she is in such need of Richard, and of
married life. Hendricks and Pekkanen outline Nellie’s thought process a few days before the wedding reflects this reasoning
for saying “I do” as follows: “She was changing her last name after the wedding. Maybe she’d change her phone number too.”
Distracted by the opportunity to feel protected and restored, Nellie enters into a marriage with a husband whose behavior
becomes increasingly disturbing.
This shiny, happy portrayal abruptly ends by the second chapter; Vanessa is now a scorned divorcée, reeling from the end of
her marriage. Battling alcoholism, living with her Aunt Charlotte and working at a department store, Vanessa is malcontent
on all fronts. Her life still revolves around Richard, long after he has left it. Fed up with her spiraling mental state and heightening addiction, Richard pushed her out of their shared property, and his life. To Vanessa's devastation, he has now moved on
to a different woman, whom he plans to wed soon. Vanessa analyzes how her behavior is still dictated by Richard: “Even after
months of sleeping alone in a twin…I still lie on the left side. The sheets beside me are cool. I am making room for a ghost.”
Though self-aware of her fixation, Vanessa continues to let Richard consume her life, and the lives of the people around her.
As the following chapters unfold, Hendricks and Pekkanen gradually insinuate the toxicity of Nellie and Richard’s marriage as
well as Richard’s manipulation. The slow reveal corresponds with the loss of Nellie’s emotional stability and the formation of
current-day Vanessa. This creates a reality where Nellie and Vanessa’s frame of mind appear exclusively dependent on Richard’s words and actions.
The life of Vanessa, or Nellie, is dominated by Richard, whether he is present or not. Richard dictates nearly every decision in
the novel, with the other few determined by her previous relationships with men, or her male dog. If books were held to the
Bechdel test, no portion of this novel would pass. In one particular scene, Nellie is consumed by her thoughts of Richard: “I
lie there as images of Richard’s visit batter my mind. It was both vivid and fleeting-like a mirage.” Scenes that purely consist of
Nellie musing over Richard serve to emphasize her obsession.
The alternating chapters that flit between pre-Richard and post-Richard make it clear that it is not just the loss of him that
fuels the obsession. It gets to such a hyperbolic degree that it is either parodic and satirical, or just poorly written by Pekkanen
and Hendricks. Nellie’s prioritization of Richard and domesticity make her appear to be little more than a feminine stereotype,
though an unhinged one. When not fretting over her failures in cooking and cleaning, Nellie is concerned about her inability
to conceive. Her concerns rarely stray beyond those of the cliché female protagonist. But as those concerns morph into obsessions, she passes the point of the “trophy wife” and into “crazy ex-girlfriend” territory, another stereotype altogether. Purposeful or not, Pekkanen and Hendricks craft a character, and a novel, that become unbelievable in their predictability.
Beyond Nellie, The Wife Between Us, is also not one to extend itself
too far past the expected, as it tightly hugs stereotypical characters,
storylines and settings. Vanessa’s alcoholism rivals that of Rachel in
The Girl on the Train, and Richard’s toxic and controlling nature is
reflected in the male protagonists of The Breakdown and The Girl
Before. The Wife Between Us also borrows from plot tropes, with a
dysfunctional and abusive marriage examined in Gone Girl, Behind
Closed Doors, and many others in the expanding and novel sub-genre:
domestic noir. By pulling from so many other bestsellers in the genre,
The Wife Between Us emphasizes the similarities between them. In
particular, it points to how expected and stale the dynamic of the controlling male and domestic female has become. By excessively leaning
on tired plot points and characters, the novel may be highlighting the
pernicious overuse of toxic and stereotype-based elements. The Wife
Between Us is either speaking to the weaknesses of the genre, or it is
itself the worst of the genre. Its location of a dry New York suburb is
also unoriginal, but the ways in which Pekkanen and Hendrick examine its effect on Nellie is intriguing.
Art by: Angela Lee
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Another compelling element of the novel is Pekkanen and Hendrick’s use of location and physical distance. Vanessa’s pre/post
Richard life is located in New York City, in apartments of varying size and nicety. While sharing her life with Richard, Nellie resides in a Westchester home typical of New York suburbia. Though Vanessa is not always one to venture outside of her apartment, in New York City she remains surrounded by people. She regularly interacts with friends, her Aunt Charlotte, employers
and other people. While within Richard’s world, and their home, she remains isolated and is rarely depicted as interacting with
others. The time with her dog, Duke, begin to make up most of her interactions. Duke, Richard’s gift, becomes a focus of Nellie’s attention, love and energy. Duke helps Nellie feel sane and safe from her husband, whom she married due to his ability
to do the same. Through Nellie and Duke’s connection, and her platonic and romantic relationships, Hendricks and Pekkanen
reveal her unhealthy pattern of searching for physical and emotional security in those around her. And, thus, her inability to
provide it for herself.
The physical distance between Nellie and her friends and family also serve to reinforce the subtlety of Richard’s manipulation.
Richard begins the novel as Vanessa’s savior and protector, as the perfect man who is there to take care of everything. Nellie
explicitly states the role Richard played: “Richard fixed everything. She’d be safe with him no matter where they lived.” But
after moving into the Westchester home, the dynamics of their relationship start to shift. The traits Nellie first lauded due to
their ability to protect her become the same ones that imprison her. Though Pekkanen and Hendrick highlight Richard’s toxic
attitudes and behaviors from page one, Nellie only notices them after the move. The physical distance between Nellie and her
previous life mirrors the widening gap between her and Richard. A significant portion of the Westchester chapters are dedicated to demonstrating Nellie’s separation from others; the majority of minor plot points throughout the novel rotate around this
factor.
Pekkanen and Hendrick’s play with distance and location also works to highlight the change in Nellie’s mindset as she becomes
untethered from her past self. Nellie’s musings emphasize how the deterioration of her emotional state was strongly correlated
with the location change: “The whirl and noise of the city were replaced by the incessant churning of my thoughts. My peaceful new surroundings didn’t soothe my interior world. If anything, the constant stillness, the empty hours, seemed to taunt
me.” Nellie first enters the Westchester home with the expectation that her life will “unfurl gracefully” and she will leave her
past self, and traumas behind. Yet, she faces endless hours and feelings of isolation, manipulated by her mental stability, physical distance and Richard’s subtle behaviors. In Nellie’s desire to put distance between her and her dark past, she allows herself
to be increasingly separated from others.
The Wife Between Us explores marriage in a way that has been done many times before. While the plot points and characters
often feel tired and predictable, the alignment with stereotypes becomes nearly engaging. In many ways, the novel serves as a
parody, and critique of its genre.

We That Are Young by Preit Taneja
Galley Beggar Press, 2017
Review by Atharv Garje
The Company is one of India’s biggest, most influential mega-corporations. The family that runs it is constantly in the spotlight,
attracting media attention and reverent fans wherever it goes. Everything about the family looks picture-perfect to the outside
world. Devraj, the patriarch, is “guru to millions, employer to thousands” – in other words, one of the most influential men in
all of India. His three daughters are beautiful, brainy, and most importantly, respectful of their father. The Company looks to be
continuing its meteoric rise, as everyone from star struck journalists to Company administrators love to assert. But behind the
glittering façade, the family is crumbling. With an inheritance on the line, tensions heighten, kicking off a spiral of betrayal and
deceit.
Preti Taneja’s debut novel We That Are Young is Shakespeare’s King Lear retold in India in the early 2010s. The novel takes on
the complicated relationships of a powerful family while also juggling some of India’s most pressing issues, such as poverty,
misogyny, environmentalism, and religious extremism. The book is divided into five sections, each told from the perspective of
one of five young people involved in the Company’s innermost circle.
As the infighting over the inheritance worsens over the course of the novel, each character’s individualities become more and
more pronounced. The various perspectives allows the reader to get inside the heads of each individual and discover what
7 drives them, what they fear, and what they think about the Company and the others. There is Jivan, the illegitimate son
of Devraj’s closest ally Ranjit, recently returned to India from years spent in America. Jivan’s return and rise to

prominence is seen as a threat by the other characters to their shares of the inheritance. While Jivan closely parallels Edmund
from King Lear, his legitimate half-brother Jeet is the Edward character. Similarly, Devraj’s three daughters are clearly inspired
by Lear’s own daughters. Gargi, like Goneril, is the most ambitious, with her sights set on succeeding her father as the Company’s head. Radha, like Regan, is better at hiding her true thoughts from others. She is most concerned about inheriting the
Company’s lucrative shawl business, but when this goes to her younger sister, she is compelled to turn against her father. Sita,
the Cordelia figure, is the cherished youngest daughter and the one who stays closest to her father’s side. She is rewarded with
the best share of the inheritance, alienating her sisters. What Taneja does well is revealing the hidden layers of each character
that those around them are unaware of. For example, early in the novel, Radha is characterized merely as the “pretty one” by
the other characters. But once the reader is introduced to her perspective, it becomes apparent that she is plagued by insecurities and struggles to get her family members to listen or pay attention to her. Although the characters enter and exit the story
like actors on the stage, Taneja succeeds in creating characters with strong personalities.
Similarly, Taneja’s writing style varies noticeably between each perspective, giving each character a unique voice. Jivan always
comes across as slightly condescending, while Gargi is characterized by periods of deep reminiscing punctuated with sudden
flurries of judgment. Radha, by contrast, is written in a much more staccato style. Her actions are lain out in short, almost
rhythmic steps, to mimic how much she thinks about everything she does. “Spritz your face Radha, make-up needs fixing.
These are serious times. Done. Ready. Tea-time Radha, going down.” This style adds a feeling of childishness to Radha’s character, heightening her vulnerability and making her a much more sympathetic character. These characterizations are part of what
makes Taneja’s characters incredibly complex and enjoyable to read about. Taneja is deftly able to convince the reader that
they understand the characters, but she leaves just enough hidden to keep things surprising.
Just as in King Lear, the central characters are ambitious, crafty, and willing to compromise their bonds with family members
for power and a larger portion of the coveted inheritance. Each character has his or her own agenda and vision for the future
of the Company, just as Shakespeare’s play presents several characters with strong ideas about how Britain should be ruled.
There are constant shifts in the balance of power between them, as they constantly manipulate and outwit each other. Every
time it seems that the characters can sink no lower in their quest for power, they surprise the reader – and often, themselves –
until the plot takes a dramatic turn halfway through the story.
While there are consistently hints that there is darkness on the horizon, it isn’t until the middle of the book that the Company’s downward spiral dramatically worsens. The cause of this implosion is, unsurprisingly, infighting over inheritance. The way
Devraj divides up his inheritance favors Sita, who is seemingly his favorite daughter. Gargi, who has played a much more active
role in the Company over the last few years, is understandably furious. Thus begins a gripping mutiny, with Gargi, Radha, and
their husbands fighting to change the Company’s image, while Devraj, Sita, and Ranjit appeal to their devoted followers. In this
battle, Taneja refers to a conflict that has constantly plagued societies since time immemorial – the fight between progress and
tradition. Gargi and Radha represent an appeal to youth, what with their attempts to rebrand the company to “InCo” and Gargi’s plan to employ a workforce drawn from all corners of the country. Devraj very much represents the position of tradition, as
he tries to cast his own daughters as traitors that “are tearing apart my legacy.”
Taneja portrays both the progressive and the conservative sides as representative of what is wrong with India today. Gargi’s
rebranding zeros in on the up-and-coming urban youth, ignoring the largest portions of the Indian population. But Devraj’s
plan is even more concerning. He targets the conservative Hindu crowd by portraying himself as a guru, almost a minor deity
come to save the rural faithful from the rampant corruption of immoral urbanites. As Jeet comes to notice, Devraj has laid out
a cunning plan to bring the Hindu masses to his side: “show them purity to mask decay. Observe the rituals and call it freedom.
Offer them riches blessed by God.” Additionally, he is a prime example of the despicable misogynistic rhetoric used by some in
India to shame and blame women. He rants that daughters are “investments that go down on us never to come up,” when a
man complains about his children. He even says that “the ancient texts warn us that it is the very nature of women to corrupt
here on earth,” further appealing to the religious crowd by referring, although in a nonspecific way, to Hindu texts. This manipulation is even more contemptible because he tries to portray himself as suffering alongside ordinary people, while in reality
he is taking complete advantage of them. While Devraj rails against corruption, Taneja shows that he too is corrupted by his
prejudices.
These opposing forces come to a head in the climax of the novel, which centers around the opening of the new company hotel
in Srinagar, the capital of Indian-occupied Kashmir. Devraj sees it as a special triumph, since his wife, a member of Kashmir’s
Hindu minority, was killed in religiously-motivated violence in Srinagar decades earlier. His elder daughters reminisce about
time spent in Kashmir before the outbreak of the violence, giving a rosy picture of familial bliss. However, the three of them
rarely leave the homes they are staying in while in Srinagar. It is left to Sita to show the reader around the city – Sita, who has
very few memories of the time before her mother’s death and wants to discover the city on her own. Sita’s vision of the
8
city is much more realistic. She still sees the sprawling, vibrant markets and the natural beauty of the mountains and the

lake. But she also spots a woman with “a picture of a young man on a cord around her neck” – a martyred relative. And, just
a short boat ride away, a neighborhood of burned houses, one of them once her mother’s. Sita’s more nuanced view of the
city highlights how disturbingly self-absorbed her family members are. Sita, who has been researching the Kashmir conflict for
years, sees a real city where her family only sees their latest glamorous hotel. She sees a conflict-weary people going about
their daily lives, where her father and her sisters only see an opportunity to create a tourist market. As the novel’s very first
line states, “it’s not about land, it’s about money.”
Where King Lear is largely focused on power plays among ruling elites, We That Are Young offers glimpses into how these
maneuvers affect ordinary people. One of the characters spends a considerable amount of time in a basti, or slum, close to
Devraj’s childhood home and the Company’s origin. People in the slum are constantly aware of the power struggles of the
Company, and many of them come to believe in Devraj’s anti-corruption rhetoric. However, in reality, Devraj is merely using
their support to gain the upper hand over Gargi in the Company’s power struggle. The more time the novel spends in the basti,
the more sickening the family’s disregard for ordinary people becomes. Taneja is showing that both Devraj’s and Gargi’s visions for India’s future leave so many people behind, and that powerful individuals can’t look past their own ambitions to be
truly concerned for those who are suffering. The narrative of King Lear becomes the perfect structure to highlight India’s most
pressing issue: widespread inequality. Contrasted with the incredibly detailed descriptions of slum life, the Company’s extravagances begin to take on a much more frivolous, detestable air.
Though largely centered in Delhi, the story sweeps across Northern India, from Srinagar to Amritsar to Devraj’s fictional home
of Napurthala. The characters come into contact with people from all walks of life: servants, slumdwellers, middle class, elite,
and rural farmers among them. From the characters, to the diverse settings, to the wide array of social issues, We That Are
Young offers readers an unadulterated examination of modern Indian society with the complex web of deceit and power-seeking of King Lear.

Bonfire by Krysten Ritter
Crown Archetype, 2017
Review by Kate Kilbourne
Abby has a fabulous life. She has a beautiful, modern apartment in Chicago, close friends, and a stable job as a junior environmental lawyer. Everything is going perfectly for her until there is a call for an investigation into Optimal, a large plastics corporation based in her hometown. Abby is far from enthused about returning to the rural Indiana town that she worked so hard
to get out of, yet some part of her is transfixed by the idea of searching deeper into the town’s past. Abby has a feeling she
missed something, something big, and that things are not quite as simple as the people of Barrens would so adamantly insist.
Abby’s instincts tell her that, what she believes was the disappearance of Kaycee Mitchell, a childhood friend, has something
to do with her unnerved feeling. Kaycee was glorious, always the center of attention, and manipulative. Abby remembers back
in high school that there was a sickness that spread among the most popular girls. It began when Kaycee, who was giving a
speech while running for an elected school position, had a seizure. The sickness was all anybody talked about, and the other
students were envious of those who were lucky enough to be afflicted. When the story made national news, the girls admitted
they had been lying about being sick to get attention, with the exception of Kaycee. The people of the town insist Kaycee ran
away shortly after graduation, but something doesn’t seem quite right to Abby.
Abby’s investigations into Optimal and the fate of Kasey Mitchell are the focus of Krysten Ritter’s debut novel, Bonfire. Bonfire
is a captivating mystery that draws the reader into a complex yet enticing journey to figure out what the people of Barrens
seem to be covering up. How are Optimal’s pollution and the disappearance of Kaycee Mitchell connected? Abby searches for
the answers.
Bonfire is beautifully told. Ritter’s true strength is in her precise and magnificent analogies. When Ritter describes what Abby
did to shake off her hometown when she moved away, her language is haunting: “I ran my accent over a blade, sharpening out
the long Midwest vowels, and told people I came from a suburb of New York. I slept off my hangover on Sundays, and never
prayed unless it was to clear the traffic. And I stopped calling home.” Ritter uses symbolic figures such as prayer and Sundays to
9 talk about her past identity in her hometown. Abby’s hangovers become her new religious ritual, and we imagine her in
traffic, the ultimate urban symbol, rather than church. Ritter’s language is quick and witty, leaving the reader enticed.

Ritter’s description of Optimal’s presence is equally as astute:
When I was growing up, the morning air was coated in a film of plastic ash; we
breathed in Optimal chemicals every time we inhaled, and the chemical smog
turned the sun into different shades of pink and orange. Our ears rang with the
constant din of Optimal construction: new scaffolds, new warehouses, new
storage hangars, new smokestacks. I ate my lunch in a newly added school
library built by an Optimal donation and rode home on a bus purchased by
Optimal, with parts made by Optimal, and went to Optimal-sponsored dances,
bake sales, and cookouts. My dad was right: there was someone bigger than us,
someone watching us, someone who even made the colors in the sky and
textured the air we were breathing.
Ritter’s language is simple, yet precise and cutting. Her analogy not only functions to demonstrate the sheer power of a corporation like Optimal, it impacts us because it makes us question
how we understand corporate power as omnipotent. Ritter’s comparison of Optimal to a divine
being complicates the novel’s theme of commercial corruption by comparing the loyalty the people of Barrens have to Optimal to worshipers of a god.
The language Ritter uses and the picture she paints of the little Indiana town captures the region
so well that reading the novel feels like being surrounded by that lifestyle. Ritter describes Abby’s
discussion with a local teenage girl: “May says ‘college’ the way someone might say ‘heaven.’ In
some ways, it isn’t surprising. Around these parts, both are just as hard to get into.” Ritter uses
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small thoughts that occur to Abby to remind the reader of the special outlook these people have
on education and religion. Even her wording “around these parts” is so unmistakably rural. She
packs these thoughts into her story in a way that creates such a vivid sense of setting that adds another layer of rich depth to
her work.
Ritter’s distinct analogies position Abby as an environmental lawyer may cause us to interpret her as a metaphorical detoxifier
of the “dirty” secrets that the town harbors. The literal pollution that Optimal seems to be giving off is a metaphor of the lies
and deception of the town’s past.
One of the best parts about the novel is Ritter’s engaging discussion of Abby’s complicated relationship with her father, which
is a mix of obligation, love, and guilt. Her description of Abby’s encounters with her father—a father she remembers as being
cold, authoritative, and emotionally detached when she was growing up—is deeply honest and steers away from being sentimental. In this relationship, the frankness of Ritter’s writing truly shines—that which results in some unexpected, yet profound
insights. Abby grew up hating her dad for his inability to support her emotionally. When she sees him on her return to town,
he is old and weak. The encounter is telling:
"I’m happy to have you back,” he says. “I’m happy you’re here.” Suddenly I want
to cry. This is the worst trick of all. “Only for a visit, Dad.” I fight to keep my voice
from breaking. After so many years. How dare he? Anger was the only thing I
had, the only thing I’ve ever been able to depend on. How dare he take that from
me, too?
Abby discusses the complicated relationship with her father and the way it manifests itself in her current life. She is torn between sympathy and anger, and so becomes infuriated that she must question what was simple to her before. Ritter refuses to
present a maudlin father-daughter reunion and instead opts to expose the ambivalent feelings Abby has about a difficult and
strenuous relationship.
Ritter orchestrates a fabulous discussion on the deeply complex psyche of the most colorful character in her novel, one that
never appears except through Abby’s resurfacing memories: Kaycee Mitchell. Kaycee is selfish, controlling, and unpredictable.
Ritter writes a perfectly vivid picture of her when Abby remembers:
The summer after fifth grade she tried to make up a whole new language that
only we would be able to understand, and was so frustrated when I couldn’t learn
it fast enough that she threatened to stop being my friend, only relenting when I
burst into tears. She was always all tricks and codes and clues. The kind of girl
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you could only get close to the way you have to creep sideways toward a wild
animal, not making eye contact, so it won’t run away.
Kaycee is demanding and confusing. Ritter compares Kaycee to a wild animal, one that is captivating yet dangerous. We cannot
understand Kaycee’s thoughts any more than we can read a wolf’s mind, yet we can’t help but admire her and wish to engage
with her. She is just as enchanting as a wild beast. In this way, Ritter perfectly captures Kaycee’s dazzling, yet volatile and mysterious nature and helps us understand what it would be like to approach her through her unique analogies.
The psychologically deft aspect of the story comes to a climax when Abby teeters on the brink of sanity. Ritter does a fantastic
job of expressing the assurance Abby feels in her own beliefs, while maintaining Abby’s ability to logically recognize what others must think and see. Ritter does this so well, in fact, that the reader is subject to be convinced of either viewpoint: either
that Abby has lost it, or that she has the correct assumptions. The reader questions Abby the way Abby questions herself. The
fact that most of Abby’s actions and thoughts rely on her own intuition holds these scenes of self-questioning together. They
are in line with the logic of the rest of the novel.
Regarding the plot, Abby is just as driven by her own instinct as she is by observable facts. Such a heavy reliance on instinct to
drive the plot forward, however, leads to some holes in the logic of the novel. Abby seems to “get lucky,” when she stumbles
on evidence that confirms her own whims, quite a bit. For example, her belief that there is something more to Kaycee’s story,
is purely a hunch. She merely feels that Optimal is somehow connected to the mystery, and she continues to question people
in the town seemingly aimlessly, relying on randomly resurfacing memories.
Perhaps her heavy dependence on instinct and emotion-led investigation is what makes Abby’s descent into self-questioning
so well-founded, though it makes following Abby on her journey and leveling with her logic all the more difficult. Though Abby
stumbles through the majority of her investigation, the foreshadowing in Bonfire is subtle for the most part and the plot, natural.
Ritter’s insightful discussion of memory centers the thematic heart of the novel. Ritter writes: “The past is a trick of the mind.
It’s a story we misunderstand over and over.” This description of the past masterfully frames Abby’s attempts to sort through
her memories and solve the mystery of what is happening in her hometown. Ritter redirects the reader’s attention and brings
the theme full circle when Abby concludes: “The past is just a story we tell. And all stories depend on the ending.” These honest and raw thoughts hold true significance when told within the circumstances of Abby’s story. Abby demonstrates these concepts to us through her past miscalculations and failed theories about Kaycee and Optimal. And Ritter, in turn, applies these
memories to a larger framework so that they become general rules. We know that the past is a story we misunderstand because we have seen it happen with Abby. These insights are what put Abby’s story in a broader context and make reading the
book more than simply entertaining. Whether or not these general rules hold true in other circumstances, we feel the same
way Abby feels, that they have concrete truth and meaning.

Areas of Fog by Will Dowd
Etruscan Press, 2017
Review by Levi Goldstein
The auction for an Andrew Wyeth watercolor that surfaced after his death was going to start from $500,000. Before the
bidding got underway, however, the painting betrayed that is was no Wyeth after all. Its pine trees were uncharacteristically
patterned, its strokes too concentrated. The watercolor must have emerged from an overstrained grip, purporting to imagine
what the relief that stumbling on a country house in winter might feel like. But only a hand bitten and enfeebled by the cold,
and so succumbing to the numbness that the relief became hollow, could make the painting a Wyeth winter.
In Areas of Fog, a collection of lyrical essays documenting New England weather over a year, author Will Dowd renders artists
and their elemental dispositions as clear as day. Against writer’s block, Dowd enters twelve months of weather into his diary, vowing to “give the weather its literary due” that so many writers have treated as the backdrop. Like any good forecaster,
Dowd reduces the weather to its predictability, following a model to his entries: description of the weather and his relation to
it that week and a transition which the weather brought forth something latent (usually artistic) within him. The ensuing discussion follows an artist, who in turn shapes the weather or environment in their art.
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Dowd’s model does not grow tired, no matter how formulaic it is. The excerpts from the lives of artists feature a wide range of
morose relations to the weather, but Dowd never wallows beside the artist. Instead, he surveys and notes, aiming for a contemplative tone. For instance, the facts are these: Bach welcomed the bad weather, a harbinger of death and of the funerals
he could play that would cushion his weekly earnings. The intuitive judgment might be to regard Bach as morbidly self-serving.
But Dowd also entertains other considerations of where an artist chooses to take up residence. Untimely death displaced Bach,
and so he made shelter in its seasonal routines, finally a comfort to his expectations.
John James Audubon, too, made his money in moribund artistry. After rats raided his flour mill and ruined his livelihood, indebting him, Audubon began drawing the Kentucky elite on their deathbeds. The deathbed project was only to fund his true
passion, though, which was the portraiture of America’s birds, taxidermied to make an image possible. In fact, Audubon
lived by taxidermy, renewing his life by redeeming the remnants of life in others, but only by way of representing, sometimes
through force, the bodies of others. Dowd would like to know what we are to inquire into the circumstances of artistry, raising
the question and proposing answers but not settling on the issue.
In a diary about writer’s block, cute meta-narrativity could also come too easily, but Dowd is measured to avoid that beat. His
prose often retains its equanimity, sometimes breaking briefly to note things of personal importance, as in his consideration
of what Boston becoming Hollywood East in the last number of years has done to the demeanor of his city. In other places,
Dowd, taking inspiration from Japanese weather descriptions which match a mood to the weather, nudges forward his own
Americanisms. One such description over a stretch in March is that of “parking lot weather — cold, blustery days when the
endless motorcade of low-scudding clouds mirrors the geometric recession and metaphysical emptiness of a strip mall parking
lot.”
Part of the artistic struggle for Dowd is finding a cadence that does not overextend his stream of consciousness approach.
His reiteration of the writer’s block that has prevented him from writing something else propels his entries, affording him
the space to check into niches of artists’ life. His writer’s block, then, becomes the foil. From this center of artistic struggle
other things flow, but Dowd does not move far away from this premise. It may also be that Dowd contents himself to banalities should anything else appear as trampling on the procession of the clouds, as staying within the creative territory he has
bounded for himself. That artistic reservation results in commentary on weather or the artist in the weather that is sometimes
homespun (“Spring is here, but it doesn’t care about me, or you, or poetry”) or inchoate (“physical objects and stories are…
different forms of the same thing”). His deliberate irresolution sometimes does not parse the depth that remains within his
reach and that would maintain the integrality of weather to his entries. Dowd is keen to caution that he is aware of the risk of
appearing unimaginative, reminding himself that it is okay to have his creative hang-ups (“I do have pretensions”).
In its line of unassuming questions and the artistic humility that mothers it, Areas of Fog is a breath of refreshed air. Dowd, in
assessing his own creative habits, takes stock of the ways in which artists find inspiration. These enunciations seem to have
been worthwhile. Dowd may have actually dribbled ink across a bound diary. Certainly, essaying about the weather week after
week for a year was enough.

Autonomous by Annalee Newitz
Tor Books, 2017
Review by Aditya Shukla
Annalee Newitz’s Autonomous delves into a frighteningly pharmaceutical-fueled future where ownership of patents and people can last forever. The novel takes place in mid-22nd century Canada where citizenship has been replaced by “franchise” and
humans are working with advanced robots that have human flesh and brains. Specially manufactured drugs have several purposes such as curing diseases, boosting mental performances, and extending life. The International Property Coalition lies at
the apex of this story. It has maintained checks and balances since the reestablishment of the world’s national borders following humanity’s destruction and subsequent recovery after waves of plagues at the end of the twenty-first century. Agents of
this organization are to be feared as they violently enforce the large pharmaceutical companies’ patents and execute pirates
who distribute imitations without allowing trial period in order to end all competition they face. One of the major themes this
novel tackles is the dangerously dehumanizing nature of reducing ideas and people to economic assets.
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The protagonist of this novel is Jack Chen, a pirate who has spent her entire life undermining the International Property Coalition. She learnt how to reverse-engineer patented pharma cheaply and quickly and as a result developed and distributed free
drugs in a fashion reminiscent of Robin Hood. However, Jack faces problems when she releases her new imitation Zacuity onto
the black market. It is meant to boost productivity, but it leads to death. Jack must 1) race against time to find a cure before
her mistake spirals out of control while 2) simultaneously publicizing the illegal development of work-addictive drugs by the Big
Pharma company. Jack is soon in trouble with two IPC agents who are on her trail for her illegal distribution channels. Eliasz is
a human man accompanied by a brand-new military grade robot Paladin whose function is to protect Eliasz at all costs. Their
role is to prevent any embarrassment for Zacuity’s patent-holders.
One of the most fascinating insights explored by Newitz in Autonomous concerns the intimate desires associated with artificial
intelligence and the potential appeal of misusing this power. She highlights the danger associated with the recent capitalist
mentality in relation to personhood and our interpersonal connections. It challenges readers to think about freedom – whether it is about ownership, programming or one’s birth circumstances.
Newitz also delicately grapples with the topic of sexuality. She approaches Jack’s relationship to sexuality so casually it is almost clinical whereas Paladin’s sexuality is explored in the form of intimate, puzzled musings, which stand in stark contrast to
the intended function of his programming. The contrast between Jack trying to meet physical ends and Paladin trying to understand romance and sexuality through principle, internet searches, conversations with other artificial intelligence and awkward
experimentation induces a range of emotions for the reader such as curiosity, awe, concern, and amusement.
Paladin is actual property. In comparison, Jack is entirely self-sufficient, since piracy crackdowns have destroyed any ties she
may have had with the outside world. But Newitz emphasizes the broad nature of the autonomy existing between them. Enslavement of humans and robots is so socially acceptable to the point that the treatment of both is almost indistinguishable.
The lines between robotic programming and human social conditioning is blurred, and since each object and idea is bound up
in rigid economic systems, the provision of a “choice” can be an illusion. Newitz’s book draws compelling and interesting connections between the ownership of people and information, both which are becoming increasingly easy to catalog and claim
in a world of big data. Autonomous’ concern with individual agency adds a layer of moral ambiguity to the generally black-andwhite criticism of capitalism and intellectual property overreach. For example, the reader must determine, whether Paladin or
the IPC should be blamed for the robot’s violence when required for the job it was programmed for.
Canadians will enjoy this book as it contains a range of cultural references, such as the detailed descriptions of Saskatchewan
and the Tim Horton’s incidents. However, there could have been a better representation of indigenous people in Jack’s story
considering the novel is so concerned with the ideologies of property. Thematically, acknowledging and representing these
indigenous peoples’ centuries-old anti-capitalist resistance would have been perfect. There is an attempt made through mentions of Jack’s high school friends vanishing into “cultural enrichment” contracts in the north, but this could have been expanded on further to have a greater impact by reinforcing the marginalization of different groups and the associated effect on society.
While the characters in the novel are compelling, there is a larger world-building problem that exists. Newitz does a good job
with artificial intelligence and the biochemistry aspects but the intellectual property aspects often do not add up. These do
get answered somewhat later on in the story but they have a whole host of new issues in that newer questions are raised and
never answered.
Overall, Autonomous is brimming with ideas, and there was clearly a lot of care invested into it and the experience reading it
was an emotionally and intellectually stimulating one. It is a brilliant installment and worthy of discussion. I would recommend
it especially to readers interested in dystopian novels. Those who are knowledgeable about the pharma world would also enjoy this story as it delves into potential ramifications of the accelerating development of the industry.
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Artemis by Andy Weir
Crown, 2017
Review by Kelly Stone
Twenty-six year old Jazz Bashara is a porter by day and smuggler by night. She
sneaks illegal exports from Earth into her home city of Artemis, humanity’s sole
civilization on the moon. Her father doesn’t approve of her illicit ways. Most people view her with disapproval, as a sneaky girl who sleeps around with men and
refuses to follow in her family’s legacy. Really, Jazz cares about only one thing:
money. When a dangerous opportunity arises for her to perform the perfect crime
and gain an unimaginable reward, she can envision her dreams of a luxurious life
before her eyes. However, as she becomes more deeply entrenched in the task,
she becomes embroiled in the corrupt intricacies of Artemis itself and puts her life,
as well as the lives of many others, at risk.
Andy Weir’s Artemis follows a different path in the science fiction genre from his
previous acclaimed novel, The Martian. Artemis presents an already-established
civilization on the moon, rife with tourism from visiting Earthens as well as people
who have lived in Artemis basically their whole lives, like Jazz herself. This pre-esArt by: Kelly Stone
tablished setting allows for the conflicts to move past the dangers of space travel
to a heist-style adventure. The underground crime network is just an added component on top of the ever-present danger, as
the entire civilization is enclosed in shells to preserve oxygen for Artemis’ human residents, and any breach could result in catastrophic disaster. This novel incorporates Weir’s characteristic balance between humor and science through Jazz’s exchanges
with her friends and foes, making it ideal for the reader who is looking for a thrill ride but with some laughs along the way.
The characters view the moon as a living force of nature, as if it has the independence of a human mind. When Bob Lewis fails
Jazz during her examination to allow EVA tours of the moon, he justifies his extreme caution by saying, “The moon’s a mean
old bitch. She doesn’t care why your suit fails. She just kills you when it does.” Throughout the novel, most characters view
their surroundings as a beacon for potential danger. They are always trying to strike a balance between living regular lives, as if
they were on Earth, while also acknowledging that any slip-up could cause their immediate death. Only those who have gained
a true comfort with the atmosphere, like Jazz, who has lived in Artemis since she was a child, don’t experience this feeling of
paralysis brought on by their dooming surroundings.
In addition to the prominent setting, Jazz stands out with her characteristic voice and blunt narration. She is honest in her assessment of herself. She acknowledges that she is “one of the little people,” but still works relentlessly to make the best life for
herself. Her primary objective is money and she is not afraid to break the law to get it. Even at just nine years old, she notes,
“When I grow up I want to be rich.” As she matures, she accepts the practical implications of making this happen. She smuggles contraband into Artemis regularly, which leads her to becoming involved with the dangerous individuals who end up wanting her dead. Throughout these life-threatening exchanges, though, Jazz retains a sense of smarmy confidence and humor. This
behavior both seems like a coping mechanism and an indication of her risk-seeking personality, as she would rather put her life
in jeopardy than let an opportunity pass her by.
Jazz flat out refuses to conform to society’s expectations of her. Her criminal entanglements disappoint her father, but Jazz
would rather make money smuggling than follow in her family’s footsteps and become another welder. The great importance
her father places on traditions stands at odds with Jazz’s lax mannerisms. Jazz’s father even creates a prayer wall so that he
can make sure he faces Mecca for his prayers. Although the father-daughter pair are so different, his inventive nature matches
Jazz’s spirit for innovation. They may have different priorities, but their inherent similarities become more apparent when it
comes to their determination to pursue those values they hold dear.
On a larger scope, Artemis presents a condensed scenario in which a lot of different people mix. Safety and paranoia triumph
over everything, making residents’ human sides shine through past their potential prejudices in most cases. While characters
acknowledge their peers’ different races and ethnicities, they generally view these differences as commonplace, since no one
is native to the moon. They are all a mash-up of cultures exploring the new territory. However, this creates a tension between
the people on Earth and Artemis. There are those who stay on Earth and are content there. There are those who live in Artemis and view the moon as their home. Then, there is the conflicting middle ground of those who live on Earth and are tourists
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on Artemis and feel that it is their right to visit or do not want to leave.

Jazz feels that the moon is more her home than Saudi Arabia, where she was born. However, she often faces the unsavory possibility of having to adjust to life on Earth. Rudy, an acclaimed vigilante who serves as Artemis’ primary source of justice, is convinced that Jazz is involved in illicit activity, even though he cannot find proof of her criminal behavior. Artemis’ justice system
mandates that criminals get deported back to their country of origin on Earth, or, if they harm or kill someone, sent back to the
country of their victim to deal with the consequences of the justice system there. Rudy becomes obsessed with getting Jazz
deported back to Saudi Arabia. This possibility serves as a major source of stress and motivation for Jazz because she wants to
stay on the moon, her home. She feels that she belongs on Artemis and would not adapt well to returning to Earthen society.
At the end of the novel, she even says, “I’d rather be a hardworking pauper in Artemis than a rich woman on Earth.” Meanwhile, Rudy thinks that offering Jazz a chance to start fresh in her home country will distance her from her criminal tendencies
in Artemis. Weir juxtaposes the two figures against one another; they serve as polar opposites who either stringently follow
the law or actively break it.
This tension results in Jazz challenging Artemis’ hierarchy of authority. Jazz’s rebellious attitude clashes with the influential
people with whom she comes into contact. As a default, Jazz behaves in a casual manner, which seems inconsistent with the
often serious situations and important people she encounters. For instance, when she is hiding for her life, she states, “The
thing that sucks about life-or-death situations is how boring they can be.” This sort of humor epitomizes her constant state of
mind, but diminishes the grave nature of the life-endangering situations in which she finds herself. However, she proves herself
to be an “underutilized resource,” since she knows she has the skills to complete the under-the-table crimes that others do not
or are not willing to attempt. Her ingenuity allows her to serve as a persuasive figure in her dealings with Artemis’ most influential people, like Rudy and Ambassador Ngugi, Artemis’ mayoral figurehead who sparked Kenya’s colonization efforts on the
moon to begin with.
Jazz has consistent interactions with her pen pal Kelvin, who lives with his family in the Kenya Space Corporation complex on
Earth. Jazz and Kelvin began writing letters to each other for a class assignment when they were nine years old. Over the years,
the friends revealed more about their lives to one another, until they became irreplaceable parts of each other’s lives and the
schemes within them.
Their exchanges start as flashbacks, a device that allows Weir to slowly reveal the significance of their long-lasting relationship
in the present day. These conversations included in the end of most chapters change pace once the urgency of the plot heightens. When Jazz’s interactions with Kelvin reach the present timeline, Weir no longer includes snippets of their previous interactions at the end of each chapter. This helps to keep the suspense at a heightened level, since the present day plot line has
reached the point in which each chapter ends on a cliffhanger and opens up a possibility for unimaginable danger.
The growing tensions that exist between Jazz and her peers on Artemis reflect the unsteady nature of the civilization itself.
Artemis is a newly established metropolis; its novelty allows for criminal activity to slip through the cracks and the natural
dangers of the moon’s lack of atmosphere to never cease. Jazz’s unconventional ways might just break some laws, but Weir
still manages to make her into an engaging character whose motives aren’t quite as selfish as they seem, in light of Artemis’
foundation of moral grayness.

The Woman in the Window by A.J. Finn
William Morrow, 2018
Review by Kimberly Koh

A.J. Finn became the target of much curiosity when his debut novel The Woman in the Window launched to the top of the
New York Times bestseller list at the beginning of this year. Who was A.J. Finn? How could an unheard-of author become so
successful so quickly? There was even speculation about the gender of Finn; guesses tended to skew female. Shortly after, A.J.
Finn turned out to be a pseudonym for Daniel Mallory, a former book critic and an executive editor at William Morrow. Mallory has been obsessed with psychological thrillers for a long time. After the recent commercial success of books like Gone Girl
by Gillian Flynn and The Girl on the Train by Paula Hawkins he seems to have picked the right time to write one.
Told from the perspective of an agoraphobic former child psychologist, The Woman in the Window quickly establishes the
initially unnamed woman’s weekly routine: excessive merlot consumption, therapy sessions, a cocktail of drugs for her condition, and her various hobbies—watching old black and white films, playing chess, and spying on her neighbors. Confined to her
home by fear, she doesn’t have much else to do. She gets her meals delivered, and her basement tenant also functions as her
handyman.
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Readers rapidly realize that the good doctor, Dr. Anna Fox, has become agoraphobic in the relatively recent past and that her
isolation is unwanted. She imagines herself participating in the small slice of world she can see from her windows. Neighborhood children grow, families move in and out, wives have affairs. Dr. Fox even reads along with a book club run by Mrs. Gray in
one of the two appropriately gray townhouses to the east. Anna’s condition is somehow linked to the departure of her daughter Olivia and husband Ed, from whom she is separated. She makes frequent longing comparisons between her life about nine
months ago and now. However, Dr. Fox’s attentions abruptly shift to the present and the real world beyond her apartment
walls when she witnesses a crime through a neighbor’s window while observing the neighborhood through the lens of her
camera. From there, her interactions with her neighbors, the police, and her fear-inducing surroundings take increasingly unlikely turns.
At times, the sequence of events feels ironically similar to a bad psychological thriller. Mallory has created the perfect storm:
the agoraphobic and very intoxicated protagonist is of course a psychologist herself. She continuously compares her own life
to lines or events in her favorite Hitchcock-inspired films. Her phone passcode even mysteriously changes itself overnight. But
instead of paying attention to the big red flags, she doubts herself and the unreliable narrator forges on. She must just be confused. Without giving the plot away, it must be said that the twists, though unpredictable, are not incredibly innovative or new.
However, the way the novel imitates classic thriller films in all their gimmicky glory is creative and fun. It may not be a revelatory plot, but the constant stream of references to old horror films are a reminder that this is the genre. If you’re picking up this
book looking for a boundary-pushing novel which expands the literary canon, you might be a bit let down, but as an exciting
and interesting weekend read, The Woman in the Window exceeds expectations.
Dr. Fox’s voice contributes the appeal of the novel. She is self-critical, observant, and smart though Mallory occasionally drags
her intoxicated interior monologue to a level of poetic rambling which seems uncharacteristic of the witty doctor. There are
moments and memories where it is appropriate, but rhyming “cowers” with “glowers” while describing spilled merlot as black
and bloody seems a bit overwrought. Despite the occasional lapse, Anna’s character is remarkably consistent and appropriate
for her housebound state.
In this era of Gone Girl and The Girl on the Train, it makes sense Mallory has written a novel that reads like a movie. There
are flashbacks and sections of introspections which one cannot help but imagine as scenes in a film. The vivid imagery is one
of The Woman in the Window’s greatest strengths. Despite the relatively constant setting and interior dialogue throughout
the novel, Mallory has still managed to write an incredibly visual novel. The description of the dark, mostly-empty home, the
narrow view of the world outside, the limited character cast, and few daily activities are very vivid. The dusty, stale air in the
apartment where windows are rarely open seem like an appropriate setting for a sadly monotonous and sometimes frightening life to take place.
One element which might be hard to translate to the big screen is the structure of the novel. The writing is segmented by date,
with a few or more chapters for each day. The passage of time is clearly marked out as if the reader was paging through a
diary. Some days pass by more efficiently and less eventfully than others, as signified through short and commonplace entries,
while others are a flurry of excitement. Most of the novel takes place over the course of a single month. Fox 2000 actually
bought the rights to the movie in late 2016, early 2017 courtesy of producer Scott Rudin with a screenplay by Pulitzer Prize for
Drama recipient Tracy Letts already in the works. It will be interesting to see how the movie director negotiates the pacing of
the novel including several flashbacks and the final flashforward at the very end of the novel.
Behind many good jump scares is the person the audience is rooting for, someone you’re hoping will not meet an untimely
demise. Thrillers are about survival and after editing many books and watching many horror movies himself, Mallory has used
readers’ empathy for victims to his advantage. Though mystery and tension are essential aspects of The Woman in the Window, as they are in any thriller, Dr. Fox’s personal struggle with her agoraphobia is an equally compelling feature of the novel.
As more details are revealed about her condition, its cause, and her healing process; readers cannot help but to become increasingly invested in not only her need to solve the mystery before her, but her need to move forward and confront herself.
As the novel progresses, these two needs become more and more entangled. The Woman in the Window refers explicitly to
the victim of the crime Anna witnesses, but also Anna herself, trapped behind the windows of her home. While Dr. Fox draws
closer and closer to answers, readers and the doctor herself begin to see, in this broken woman not a victim, but a survivor
who is ready to rejoin the world.
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